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Ophthalmology
Chairs that optimize

eye exams and eye surgeries

Designed and manufactured in Denmark since 1935

www.vela-medical.com



VELA Samba 420

VELA Samba 400

VELA Samba 520

VELA Samba 500

VELA Samba 420VELA Samba 420

:: Saddle seat stool with narrow, adjustable back-

rest provides ergonomic seating positions for 

varying sedentary work

:: Provides seated mobility while performing 

di� erent tasks

:: Saddle seat with a tilt gives an open hip angle

and promotes an active, erect seating position 

:: Compact design makes it possible to sit very 

close to the equipment, device or patient

VELA Samba 400
:: Stool with saddle seat promotes a good work-

ing position and prevents a stooping posture

VELA Samba 520

:: Small and compact stool ideal for shorter, 

sedentary work

:: Adjustable ergonomic backrest promotes an 

active seating position and allows the shoul-

ders and arms to move freely

:: Compact design makes it easy to move 

around while sitting

:: The seat height is easily adjustable

VELA Samba 500

:: Compact stool without backrest, easy to store 

under a table when not being used

Stools

Item no. 80145

Item no. 80148

Item no. 80144

Item no. 80149



VELA Samba 150

VELA Latin 100

VELA Samba 150

VELA Latin 100 

:: Easy adjustment of seat height and tilt as 

well as backrest settings for active seating 

positions that promote movement

:: Ergonomically shaped seat and backrest 

that support and promote good posture

:: Easy-to-read pictograms on the chair handle 

assist quick and easy chair adjustment

VELA Samba 150

:: Extra short seat with a tilt allows close ac-

cess to the bed while avoiding a bent-

over working position

:: Adjustable backrest supports an active sit-

ting position and provides free movement 

of shoulders and arms

:: Seat relieves pressure on the seat bones

and increases comfort using di� erent foam 

types and a pressure relief zone in the 

centre of the seat

:: Ergonomic design and rounded seat edge 

enables sta�  to sit for long periods in the 

same position while maintaining good 

blood circulation in the legs

:: Ideal for work that involves switching be-

tween sitting and standing positions

Sta�  chairs for examinations

All chairs and stools are available with di� erent types 
of wheels and foot-operated height adjustment.

Item no. 80143

Item no. 80131
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Danish quality

Hygiene Benefi ts

VELA  ::  Gøteborgvej 8-12  ::  9200 Aalborg SV  ::  Denmark  ::  Tel: +45 96 34 76 00  ::  mail@vela-medical.com  ::   www.vela-medical.com

VELA medical chairs are designed to meet the 
stringent hygiene and disinfecting requirements 
in the healthcare sector

:: For optimal hygiene, chairs have easy-to-clean surfaces without 

recesses where dirt might gather, including the underside of the 

chair

:: All backrests are supplied with edge bands to prevent dirt collect-

ing in the joints

:: The chairs have easily cleanable surfaces without any recesses, 

where dirt might gather

:: All parts can withstand disinfection, for example, with alcohol or 

chlorine at the recommended concentration and mixing ratios

:: Light-coloured surfaces make it easy to spot marks when cleaning 

VELA is a Danish family-owned company founded in 1935 by Ver-

mund Larsen. VELA is headquartered in Aalborg, Denmark and has 

its own development department, and production and padding 

workshop. In order to be close to our customers, we have a strong, 

international dealer network.

CHAIRS DESIGNED WITH CARE AND PRECISION

The development department at VELA is constantly focused on 

optimising safety, functionality and ergonomics in cooperation 

with health professionals.  

We take into consideration that chairs in the healthcare sector are 

exposed to severe wear and tear for many hours each day.

At VELA, we use hard-wearing mechanical parts and extra-durable 

seating materials to keep the chairs clean and functional for many 

years. All VELA chairs are CE marked and made in Denmark.

www.vela-medical.com

Distributor Details:


